
From left, IGNOU Pro-VC Prof PR Ramanujam, Prof Emeritus Tan Sri Anuwar Ali, Vice Chancellor of Open University, Malaysia, and 

Sir John Daniel, President and CEO, COL, at the opening session on third day of PCF6 in Kochi on November 26.

End digital divide

O
pening the PCF6 proceedings

on the third day, the Keynote

Speaker, Prof Emeritus Tan

Sri Anuwar Ali, President and Vice

Chancellor of Open University,

Malaysia, stressed that the main role

of higher education was to assure

continuity for people with basic

education, generate knowledge to

drive and transform the community,

widen access and create equity in

higher education.

“Today, communities need

universities and higher education

more than ever before. Universities

serve the people; they advise

governments in policymaking

decisions; they help develop skills,

create knowledge and train leaders,”

said Prof Ali while speaking on

‘Developing the Community: The Role

of Universities and Open and Distance

Learning.’ The Vice Chancellor Prof Ali

said the role of universities in

community development is to create a

sense of equity for all individuals
within that community.  

“The MDGs notwithstanding, global

pressures, e.g. rising inflation and

unemployment, omnipresent issues of

disparity and the digital divide have

made the need for equity even more

colossal.  In the long run, it will prove

vital for every single member of the

community to have the opportunity to

seek education and gainful

employment, just as it is important to

ensure that the community has access

to basic social needs like housing,

healthcare and nutrition,” he added.

Raising the issue of digital divide,

especially in the developing world,

Prof Ali said digital divide needed to

be transformed into digital equity, for

this will be a requisite to achieve

educational equity for the community.  

“Today’s educational trend,

especially through an approach like

open and distance learning (ODL),

leverages on technologies to deliver

and complement academic

programmes. Without commensurate

technological infrastructure, the poor
Continued on Page 2>

‘Widen access
in higher 

education’
“Communities need universities

and higher education more
than ever before. Universities
serve the people; they advise
governments in policymaking
decisions; they help develop
skills, create knowledge and
train leaders... digital divide

needed to be transformed into
digital equity, for this will be a

requisite to achieve educational
equity for the community.”

— Prof Emeritus Tan 

Sri Anuwar Ali

‘Access and Success in Learning: Global Development Perspectives' 
Le Meridien, Kochi, Kerala. November 24-28, 2010
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will remain deprived of both education

and development. The investment in

technologies is an imperative and will

be the first step for many nations

before they can truly progress in

education,” said Prof Ali. 

After the opening session,

delegates spread out to different

rooms to have detailed discussions

on subjects relating to four themes of

the conference: Social Justice,

Community Development, Skills

Development, and Formal Education. 

Two of these discussions deserve

special mention as they were quite

engaging. The first one was a special

PCF seminar sponsored by UNESCO

and COL, presented in two parts.

Chaired by Wijayananda Jayaweera,

Director, Communication Development

Division, UNESCO, the seminar

debated issues relating to the role of

community media in linking learning

and development. Maria Protz of the

Caribbean Institute of Media and

Communication, Prof Pushpesh Pant of

Jawaharlal Nehru University, New

Delhi, Rafiqul Islam Khokan of

Bangladesh’s Rupantar, and Lia Maka

of the Community Education and

Training Centre, Secretariat of the

Pacific Community, among others,

made presentations on pertinent issues

concerning media and development. 

Ekta Mittal, Patrick Prendergast,

Ian Pringle, and Gail White played the

role of moderators with a great

degree of competence. While Ekta

dwelled upon the use of theatre in

disseminating social messages,

Rafiqul ran some pot song DVDs to

demonstrate that folk media was an

effective mode of communication.

While some participants raised

doubts about the efficacy of the

community media as a viable channel

of widespread learning for

development, some others expressed

concern over the growing domination

of languages such as English in

community media, thus running the

risk of suppressing local languages

and dialects which were essential in

getting the messages across to local

communities.          

The other session which generated

a great deal of discussion was on

gender issues. While Sir John Daniel

chaired the session, Dr Rekha

Sharma Sen of IGNOU and Dr

Sherllin (Australia) made valuable

presentations on how gender issues

were creating hurdles in spread of

education. Dr Sherllin quoted studies

to emphasise the role of new

technology such as cell phones in

empowerment of women. She also

opined that “we need men like Sir

John to raise voice for gender

equality more than women

campaigners.” (For Dr Sen’s

presentation, see page 3)

In another session, George Herd

of the Commonwealth of Learning

(COL), Africa, dwelled upon the

needs of a flexible Open and

Distance Learning system. ODFL —

Open and Distance Flexible Learning

— should be the future. For example,

in African countries, Technical and

Vocational Education and Training

(TVET) is affected by low esteem,

poor infrastructure, low government

support, lack of support agencies,

unqualified teachers and so on.”

“Thus, ODFL should be the

approach towards realising the

Millenium Development Goals

(MDGs),” he added.

In a workshop titled ''From Print to

ePub,' Amy Monaghan of COL and

other participants deliberated on how

to convert a book (in PDF format) into

ePub files manually, without using

free online conversion tools, that will

help correct technical problems that

usually occur while using online tools.

In a  session on Formal Education

addressing the needs of technologies

for scaling up ODL Programmes,

Pankaj Khanna of IGNOU presented

a paper titled ‘the Establishment of a

Comprehensive Web-Based Student

Support System for the ODL

Institutions of India.' “This web

system would help provide quality

education to the distance learners in

the country,” he added. 

In another session of ‘Open

Education Resources (OERs) and

Technology in Open Schooling,’ Prof

Ram Takwale of I-CONSENT and

former IGNOU VC stressed on quality

school education for all.

The third day ended with a

mesmerising cultural evening and a

mouth-watering, multi-cuisine dinner,

sponsored by Tamil Nadu Open

University, Karnataka State Open

University and AISECT.

DiGiTAL EquiTy NEEDED

George Herd of COL, Africa, at a session on e-learning and challenges.
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I
n the session on gender issues,

Dr Rekha Sharma Sen of IGNOU

presented a paper based on her

study of certain prevailing beliefs

regarding approaches to study and

learning styles.

“This study is an outcome of the

findings of an extraordinary

qualitative study which revealed that

about half the mail  learners  in the

sample, but none in the women’s

sample, pursuing various masters’

programmes at IGNOU, felt that

there were distinct gender

differences in abilities  as well as

differences in the way in which men

and women approach and transact

learning tasks . The present

quantitative study is an attempt to

explore these findings further using a

wide base,” Dr Sen said in her initial

remarks. 

Her findings revealed that of the

four different variables that were

hypothesized to influence

approaches to study and learning

styles – programme of study, state,

location (rural/urban) and gender –

the variable which significantly

influenced response was gender. 

With respect to certain learning

styles, a significant correlation was

obtained between participants’

beliefs in general and their own self

beliefs.  She concluded that wrongly

perceived gender beliefs need to be

remove in order to spread education

among masses and achieve other

developmental goals.

Gender issues hamper growth

Dr Rekha Sharma Sen of IGNOU at a session on gender issues.

Community Media in action at PCF6

C
onferences with radio stations are

not common. But PCF6 is reflecting

its nature as a "forum", and its

focus on practices, with its very own "Radio

Commons". Broadcasting every coffee

break and lunchtime, the station is a

practical illustration of the community

building powers of media.

Radio Commons is based on very

straightforward technology, and is produced

by the bottom-up work of volunteers and

interested delegates. 

Yesterday's schedule included a live

demonstration that featured a radio phone-

in moderated by free, open source software. Feedback

from around the conference venue has credited the

radio station with contributing to the lively atmosphere of

the event.

    The station welcomes observers and anyone who

wants to air an issue, or those just curious

about the process of making or

broadcasting audio. 

The Radio Commons space is a great

place to socialise, share your story, hear

music and to informally discuss conference

ideas.

A community gathered together to

witness a performance will produce for

itself a collective response: reinforcing the

loop of community  building. You can join in

the process today by coming to see the

lunchtime panel discussion that brings

together representatives from each of the

four main conference themes. 

The panel discussion starts at 13:15 pm, 

outside the main Oman conference 

hall, above the conference 

lobby.

Ian Frank of Future 

University Hakodate
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THIRD DAY
IN FRAMES

CLOCKwISE FROM TOP: IGNOU Pro-VC Prof PR Ramanujam with foreign delegates at the opening session on third

day; Burchell whiteman, Chairman, COL Board of Governors, with other delegates; and delegates after attending the

opening session outside Oman Hall.
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CLOCKwISE FROM TOP: CEMCA stall at PCF6; delegates at the venue; Prof Uma Kanjilal

and Dr Neeta Kapai of IGNOU at one of the sessions; delegates during a Q&A session;

and delegates enjoying the mouth-watering dishes at Le Meridian.
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THIRD DAY
IN FRAMES

CLOCKwISE FROM TOP: Prof Ram Takwale, I-CONSENT and former IGNOU VC, at a session on Open Schooling; 

delegates at the dinner sponsored by TNOU, KSOU and AISECT; and foreign delegates in a jolly mood at dinner.
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CLOCKwISE FROM TOP: Sir John Daniel and Prof Asha Kanwar with COL award winners;

dance performances at the cultural evening; and delegates during a session break.
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09.00-10.30 AM: Asa briggs Lecture by Dr Shashi Tharoor 

(Oman Hall) (Subject to Change)

10:30-11.00 AM: Tea break

11.00-12.30 PM: Parallel Sessions

Theme: Social Justice (SJ5-PS1) on ODL & Gender Issues (Oman Hall)

Theme: Social Justice (SJ5-PS3) Session: Education for All (Cheraman)

Theme: Community Development (CD5-PS1) Session Title:

Community Learning: Models and Methods (Manappuram 1)

Theme: Skills Development (SD5-PS1) Session Title: In-service

Training in the Workplace and Outside (Manappuram 3)

Theme: Skills Development (SD5-PS2) Session: Harnessing ODL in

African TVET Institutions (Manappuram 4)

Theme: Skills Development (SD5-PS2) Session Title: Harnessing 

ODL in African TVET Institutions (Manappuram 4)

Theme: Formal Education (FE5-PS1) Session Title: Technology in

Teacher Education (Raja Ravi Verma)

Theme: Formal Education (FE5-PS2) Session Title: Integrating Life

Skills In Curriculum of Open Schooling (Travancore)

12.30:14.00 PM: Lunch break

14:00: 15:30 PM: Parellel Sessions

Theme: Social Justice (SJ6-PS1) Session Title: Lifelong Learning and

Empowerment (Oman Hall)

Theme: Social Justice (SJ6-PS2) Session: ICTs and ODL (Nayanar)

Theme: Social Justice (SJ6-PS3) Session Title: Scaling Up Quality

Education for All (Cheramon)

Theme: Community Development (CD6-PS1) Session Title: OERs,

digital content and community development (Manappuram 1)

Theme: Community Development (CD5-PS2) Session Title: Exploring

Opportunities for expanding Journalism Education (Manappuram 2)

Theme: Skills Development (SD6-PS1) Session Title: The Challenges

of ODL in Skills Development (Manappuram 3)

Theme: Skills Development (SD6-PS2) Session Title: ODL in Non-

Formal Skills Development (Manappuram 4)

Theme: Formal Education (FE6-PS1) Session Title: Vocationalisation

of Open Schooling (Raja Ravi Verma)

Theme: Formal Education (FE6-PS2) Session Title: Innovation 

in ODL (Travancore)

15.30:16.00 PM: Tea break

16.00: 17.30 PM: Trading Space: Models and Materials 

(Oman Hall Foyer)

PCF — A Place for Learning 

I
have been fortunate to attend all six

PCFs, and I was privileged to lead the

organisation of the previous Forum in

London in 2008. Since the first Forum in

Brunei, this has been the place where I come

for my own professional development and to

get new ideas and insights. People ask which

paper I’m presenting and my answer is “none

of them – I’m here to learn”.  And  I’ve always

encouraged colleagues who are new to ODL to come to

PCF for the same reason : it’s a great place to learn.

I’m attending PCF6 with colleagues from Solomon

Islands where a national policy on distance and flexible

learning should be getting Cabinet approval this week.

Our first strategic priorities are teacher education and

open schooling, so I can’t think of a better place than

Kochi, talking to so many experts in these areas.

Why is it such a rich environment for learning? I think

it’s because the Forum provides a unique community of

practice, where we all share common interests and

goals but our experience is gained in widely differing

contexts. If you come here with an open mind you can

get extraordinary insights to familiar problems because

you get to see them from fresh perspectives.  I don’t get

that benefit from other conferences where the majority

of delegates come from similar environments or are

sharing ideas across a much wider agenda.

There are other key ingredients in the Forum mix. It’s

large enough to have a critical mass of people, but

small enough to maintain a sense of community. I can

feel confident that by Sunday, I’ll have caught up with all

my old friends as well as making some new ones.

Perhaps, the Forum maintains a balance of

representation, so that the sessions are not

dominated by a few wealthy organisations

(usually from the North). Well done COL and

IGNOU for continuing to achieve that.

Some things have changed remarkably

since PCF1, others are much the same.

When we met in Brunei in 1998, distance

education was relatively simple. The World

Wide Web was new and its scale easy to

grasp; ICT was about using computers that were

anything but mobile, and the dominant view was the

way to do distance learning was the way it was done by

the open universities in the UK, Australia and Canada.

The OUs still dominate the agenda (though my own

view is that they are just the tip of the DFL iceberg) but

now they come in all shapes and sizes, rich and poor,

new and old, from all over the globe and some of them

are working in radically different ways. (Some are even

discovering that they can teach students on campus!)

So different institutions are now setting the agenda,

but overall, I start to wonder whether we have,

collectively, become institutionalised and resistant to

change. For example, we are tentatively exploring m-

learning when the world has already has one cell

phone for every two people;  we’re thinking of providing

institutional e-portfolios when students already have

much richer personal websites on facebook and

elsewhere; and we meet once every two years while

we’re in a whirlwind of opportunity and new priorities for

DFL in the Commonwealth. Perhaps PCF7 should start

next week, online, so that we can learn from each other

and sustain our friendships and social network in the

ways that many of our students do in the real world.

PCF6 PROGRAMME, NOvEMbER 27, 2010

FiRST PERSON

Brian Sayer, UK
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